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Managed Portfolio

income category1

Returns from bonds remain subdued, as they have been for around 10 years now. The primary driver of returns continues to be low 
interest rates globally.

The United States economy is however recovering (albeit slowly) and when it does rates will rise. Higher United States (and global) 
interest rates will likely lead to higher New Zealand rates, and better bond returns over time.

NZ Funds' strategy at this stage of the cycle is to own a diversified portfolio of well researched corporate bonds. NZ Funds' 
investment approach is to first assess whether a newly issued bond is likely to repay the loan when it comes due, and then as a 
secondary consideration to look at the return.

Core Income Portfolio owns a diversified portfolio of bonds issued by New Zealand and Australian based companies, with the 
Australian bonds hedged back into New Zealand dollars and New Zealand interest rates.

Global Income Portfolio owns a diversified portfolio of bonds issued predominately by large United States companies, with the 
bonds hedged back into New Zealand dollars and New Zealand interest rates.

inflation category2

Returns from the inflation sector have been subdued for a number of years, due to low inflation and low interest rates.

We have recently increased the Inflation Category’s allocation to growth orientated assets and reduced its exposure to hedging 
strategies, including short interest rates and hedge fund exposure.

The Category will continue to contain an allocation to downside mitigation manager Universa, to help in a financial crisis, however 
the allocation is lower, reducing the annual "cost".

Core Inflation Portfolio has increased its allocation to New Zealand and Australian dividend paying shares to around 70%, with 
the remainder of the Portfolio predominately held in higher yielding floating rate bonds and cash.

Equity Inflation Portfolio has increased its allocation to global shares to around 70%, of which half is made up of global share 
market index exposure and half sectors which are especially sensitive to an uptick in inflation. The remainder of the Portfolio is 
predominately held in higher yielding floating rate bonds and cash.

Property Inflation Portfolio has increased its exposure to Global and New Zealand listed property companies to around 70%. The 
big benefit of listed property companies is that they offer exposure to the long-term upside in property in a diversified and highly 
liquid manner. Listed property companies also pay out much of their annual income in dividends, which makes them attractive 
earners for this Portfolio. The remainder of the Portfolio is predominately held in higher yielding floating rate bonds and cash. 

1. The Category is based on a 50% allocation to the Core Income Portfolio and a 50% allocation to the Global Income Portfolio. 
2. The Category is based on a 34% allocation to the Core Inflation Portfolio, a 33% allocation to the Property Inflation Portfolio, and a 33% allocation to the Equity 

Inflation Portfolio.   
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growth category3

The Growth Category offers clients four types of long-term growth assets.

Dividend and Growth Portfolio invests in New Zealand and Australian dividend paying shares. NZ Funds’ approach continues to 
favour larger dividend paying companies, as Australasian dividends rather than capital gains have delivered much of the long-term 
returns. Although we expect a dividend orientated approach to do better in a downturn, the Portfolio has also beaten the New 
Zealand and Australian share market index on the upside in recent years.

Global Equity Growth Portfolio is one of the two Portfolios which provides clients with exposure to global shares - perhaps the 
most powerful long-term driver of investment returns. The Portfolio is primarily invested with Chicago based global investment 
manager LSV. LSV uses a value orientated approach to selecting global shares, and has outperformed the global share market 
index since its inception in 1994. LSV manages approximately $105 billion for clients around the world, including the New Zealand 
Super Fund.

Core Growth Portfolio is now invested in a select number of global share managers who can utilise hedge fund techniques to 
mitigate the downside. Suvretta and Kynikos both manage global shares for NZ Funds’ clients, investing in companies whose 
valuations are low and are expected to rise over time, and shorting companies whose valuations are too high and are expected 
to fall. The London based manager H2O invests in interest rates and foreign currencies to complement their investments in 
global shares. Overall, we expect these managers to deliver a similar level of return to global shares, but with a stronger focus on 
downside protection than an ETF or index orientated portfolio of global shares.

Global Multi-Asset Growth Portfolio is progressively moving towards owning the listed shares of commodity producers from 
three sectors: energy, agriculture and metals and mining. These listed companies provide clients with exposure to the long-term 
upside in commodity prices, through traditional listed companies earning profits and paying dividends, as opposed to commodity 
futures contracts which only benefit clients if the prices of commodities rise in the period the futures contracts are owned.             
NZ Funds has redeemed from Astenbeck who managed commodity futures, continues to invest with New York based commodity 
share specialist Impala, while the rest of the portfolio will be invested in index orientated listed commodity companies. The 
Portfolio will retain an investment with London hedge fund ISAM, whose job it is to mitigate against the volatility of commodity 
prices. Overall, we expect the Portfolio's returns to be much more in line with global shares than it has been in the past.

3. The Category is based on a 25% allocation to the Core Growth Portfolio, a 10% allocation to the Global Multi-Asset Growth Portfolio, a 25% allocation to the 
Global Equity Growth Portfolio, and a 40% allocation to the Dividend and Growth Portfolio.



New Zealand Funds Management Limited is the issuer of the NZ Funds Managed Portfolio Service and the NZ Funds KiwiSaver 
Scheme.

The Product Disclosure Statement and the Disclose Register contain important information to help you to understand how your 
money is managed and the risks associated with investing.

A copy of the NZ Funds Managed Portfolio Service Product Disclosure Statement and the NZ Funds KiwiSaver Scheme Product 
Disclosure Statement is available on request or by visiting the NZ Funds website at www.nzfunds.co.nz.

Even if you have invested with NZ Funds for many years, please take the time to read these documents regularly as the content is 
frequently updated.

Disclaimer

Past performance is not necessarily an indication of future returns.

This document has been provided for information purposes only. The content of this document is not intended as a substitute 
for specific professional advice on investments, financial planning or any other matter. While the information provided in this 
document is, to the best of our knowledge and belief, stated accurately, New Zealand Funds Management Limited, its directors, 
employees and related parties accept no liability or responsibility for any loss, damage, claim or expense suffered or incurred by 
any party as a result of reliance on the information provided and opinions expressed in this document except as required by law.


